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Abstract: Real-time hardware Trojan detection by 
monitoring voltage and current consumption using on-chip 
sensors is shown to be a feasible way to secure critical 
integrated circuit (IC) applications. This paper investigates 
the distribution and optimization of on-chip sensors for 
real-time hardware Trojan detection and localization 
based on the characteristics of on-chip power distribution 
network. On-chip voltage and current sensors are utilized 
to measure the voltage and current fluctuations and a new 
sensor placement scheme, circle distribution, is proposed 
to optimize the total number of sensors needed to locate 
hardware Trojans utilizing power grid characteristics as 
well as to estimate the hardware Trojan current. 
Simulation results verify that hardware Trojan activation 
can be effectively detected and located within the power 
grid and hardware Trojan current can be efficiently 
estimated with our proposed method. 

Keywords: Hardware Trojan; on-chip sensor 
optimization; power distribution network; power/ground 
noise. 

Introduction 
As IC technology advances, hardware security issues have 
been brought into great concern due to the fact that not all 
manufacturing steps of an IC are trustable. IC 
manufacturing steps accomplished in multiple companies 
can save cost while at the same time expose the ICs 
vulnerable to malicious modification of circuit parts known 
as hardware Trojans with the intent of degrading the circuit 
function or stealing confidential information from the 
circuit [1][2]. The need to develop an efficient hardware 
Trojan detection and isolation scheme becomes urgent 
especially for ICs with critical applications.  

Several methods have been proposed for hardware Trojan 
detection. Real-time trust evaluation framework [3] can 
actively monitor Trojan activations and is shown to be 
effective to detect Trojan designed with advanced circuit 
techniques. Multiple power port measurements are 
performed in [4] for Trojan detection and isolation process 
and on-chip sensors are utilized in [5] to distribute across 
the chip to detect Trojan both with the help of a golden IC. 
These inspiring works can either detect Trojan in real time 
or estimate the location of Trojan, however, on-chip sensor 
coverage of the entire IC is needed for Trojan detection and 

optimum distribution of on-chip sensors or measurement 
points has not been investigated. 

To more efficiently explore the powerful nature of real-
time monitoring of ICs and on-chip sensor capabilities as 
well as to lay a foundation for Trojan deactivation by 
accurately locating the Trojan, an on-chip sensor circle 
distribution method is proposed for real-time hardware 
Trojan detection. This method utilizes the characteristics 
of on-chip power distribution network to optimize the 
distribution of sensors and to locate hardware Trojan. The 
main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) 
Accurate real-time hardware Trojan detection and 
localization scheme using on-chip sensors. 2) 
Optimization of on-chip sensor distribution for hardware 
Trojan detection and location. 3) Hardware Trojan current 
estimation without the need for accurate current sensors. 

Exploiting Power Noise to Detect Trojans 
The fluctuations due to Trojan activity can be modeled as 
an additional current load shown in the circuit model of 
on-chip power grid in Fig. 1 (a) [6][7]. The voltage at an 
arbitrary node within the power grid can be expressed as 
[6][7] 
 

                             (1) 
where Rsn, Rsl and Rnl stand, respectively, for the effective 
resistance between the power supply and an arbitrary 
node, the effective resistance between the power supply 
and the load circuit, and the effective resistance between 
an arbitrary node and the load circuit. 

 
Figure 1. On-chip power grid model: (a) circuit model with 

power supply and Trojan, (b), (c) effective resistance 
between two nodes. 
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The voltage change at an arbitrary node within a power 
grid before and after Trojan is activated can be expressed 
as 
 

 
(2)       

where Rst  and Rnt  are corresponding effective resistances 
between two nodes as shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c). By 
subtracting Trojan free voltage map, which can be 
obtained from a golden IC [3], [5], from the one with 
active Trojan, voltage fluctuations due to Trojan 
activation can be derived. 

Proposed Circle Distribution of On-Chip Sensors  
A closed form approximation of the effective resistance 
between any two points, N1 (x1, y1)  and N2 (x2, y2)  in the 
power distribution model with vertical and horizontal line 
resistances rv  and rh  where rh = krv  is shown in [6][7] as 
below 
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where x = |x1-x2|, y=|y1-y2|, rv=r, rh = kr. For a uniform 
power power grid where k = 1, (3) can be simplified as 
 
 

 
(4) 

 

 
Figure 2. Proposed circle distribution of on-chip sensors. 

As can be seen from (4), for a certain power grid with 
constant r, the effective resistance between any two points 
is only affected by the Euclidean distance of that two 
points within the power grid. If on-chip sensors are 
utilized for real time monitoring of ICs and those sensors 
are distributed on a circle with the power supply at the 
center of that circle, Rsn will be equal for all sensor nodes 
on that circle since the Euclidean distance between any 

sensor on the circle and the power supply point is equal to 
the radius of the circle. 

One example of the circle distribution of sensors with a 
radius of 10 is shown in Fig. 2. The black dots on the 
cross points of the circle and the power grid stand for the 
on-chip voltage sensors and the yellow dot at the center of 
the circle depicts the on-chip current sensor. Voltage 
sensors are utilized to measure the instant voltage at a 
certain power grid node and the current sensor is utilized 
to judge if the total current change is greater than a certain 
threshold value. The red point in the figure stands for the 
location of the Trojan. 

Coarse estimation of the Trojan location: Assume at time 
t1 and t2, node voltages measured at C (xC,yC) and D 
(xD,yD) are, respectively, (VC1,VC2) and (VD1,VD2) and 
Trojan is activated at (xT ,yT) during this time interval. 
Node voltage changes at nodes C and D during this time 
period can be obtained using (2). According to (4), RsnC = 
RsnD 

The error can be defined as 
 
 

(5) 
If during a certain time period, it is observed that  
 

 
(6) 

then the Trojan is activated and err is approximately 
equal to zero. Since Trojan current is unlikely to be zero, 
it can be inferred that during this time interval, the 
activated Trojan location meets the condition RnDt = RnCt, 
which is equivalent to 

(7) 
The intuitive explanation of (7) is that the Euclidean 
distance between sensor C and the Trojan, and that 
between sensor D and the Trojan are equal. Locations 
meeting the requirement of (7) lie on the perpendicular 
bisector of line segment CD. By observing the same delta 
V changes at two different sensor nodes, Trojan location 
can be defined on a straight line. 

Also, by observing (2) and RnDt = RnCt, sensor node on the 
circle which makes the smallest Rnt will have the 
maximum absolute delta V value and sensor node which 
makes the largest Rnt will have the minimum absolute 
delta V value. The smallest Rnt means the shortest 
Euclidean distance between the sensor node and the 
Trojan and the largest Rnt means the longest Euclidean 
distance between the sensor node and the Trojan. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the shortest and the longest Euclidean 
distances between any sensor nodes on the circle and the 
Trojan occur at the line segment AT and BT, respectively. 
Since cross points A and B are on the line defined by ST, 
by finding the maximum or the minimum absolute delta V 
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(a) 2D view 

 
(b) 3D view 

Figure 3. Map of the voltage fluctuations of a 60 by 60 
power grid due to the activation of the Trojan. 

 

among all sensors, Trojan location can be easily defined 
on the line SA, SB or AB. 

Fine estimation of the Trojan location: To estimate the 
location of the Trojan more accurately, the distance 
between the power supply and the Trojan needs to be 
found. Thus, the Euclidean distance between the power 
supply and the Trojan is defined as l and system equations 
are constructed below to obtain l. According to (2), the 
ratio of two delta V values at sensor nodes A and B is 

 
 

 
(8) 

Line segment ST = l. 
Combined with (3), (8) can be expressed as  
 
 
 

 
(9) 

Equation (9) can be solved using numerical analysis to 
define Trojan locations. After l is obtained, Trojan current 
can be estimated by using 
 

(10) 

 
(a) 2D view 

 
(b) 3D view 

Figure 4. Map of the voltage fluctuations of a 120 by 120 
power grid due to the activation of the Trojan. 

Simulation Results 
Power grids with size of 31 by 31, 60 by 60, and 120 by 
120 are simulated in Cadence to verify the accuracy of the 
proposed method. For comparison purposes, all of the 
simulation conditions except the size of power grid are 
the same. Power supply voltage of 1 V at location (0,0), 
load current of 100 mA at location (-3, -12), and Trojan 
current of 20 mA at location (11, -11) are used for all the 
simulations. Node voltage changes of 60 by 60, and 120 
by 120 power grids in both 2D and 3D view are, 
respectively, shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It can be seen that 
the maximum voltage drop happens right at the Trojan 
activation point and absolute delta V values around 
Trojan activation point drop quickly. Absolute delta V 
values far away from Trojan are much lower and quite 
constant. Thus, it is more accurate to utilize sensors near 
the maximum voltage change node for comparison. Also, 
as the size of power grid increases, the maximum absolute 
delta V value becomes smaller. 

The simulated and estimated Trojan location l, Trojan 
current ITrojan and corresponding percentage errors are 
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. As the size of power 
grid increases, percentage error drops rapidly and the 
proposed circle distribution method becomes more 
accurate. In fact, the proposed Trojan detection and 
location method is based on the closed form expression of 
the effective resistance model and an infinite grid is 
assumed to determine the effective resistance of a finite  
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Table 1. Accuracy of the Trojan Location Estimation in 
Power Grids with Different Sizes 

 
Table 2. Accuracy of the Trojan Current Estimation in 

Power Grids with Different Sizes 

 
power grid which leads to approximation error [6][7]. As 
the size of modern power grids can be very large and 
typically exceeds 100 by 100 [6][7], the approximation 
error of the proposed circle distribution method can be 
negligible. Alternatively, even with a small power grid 
size and large percentage error, due to the small size of 
unit power grid and the complex design of hardware 
Trojan for its malicious functions, the estimated Trojan 
location can still be sufficient to guide physical inspection 
of Trojan and be helpful for Trojan isolation or 
deactivation process. 

The resolution of the estimated location of the proposed 
method can be smaller than the unit size of the on-chip 
power grid while the on-chip sensor density of the 
proposed method does not need to be as small as the unit 
size of the on-chip power grid. As circuit design 
technology advances, on-chip sensor can become very 
compact and take less area and resource. A compact 
multi-use sensor which only uses 8 look up tables (LUTs) 
is proposed in [8] for on-line sensing for field 
programmable gate array (FPGA) systems. With compact 
sensor design and large power grid size, the overhead of 
the proposed method can be quite negligible. For 
example, for a circle distribution of radius 10, maximum 
32 sensors can be deployed at or near the cross points of 
circle trace and power grid nodes. The ratio between the 
maximum number of sensors and the number of nodes of 
31 by 31 power grid is around 3.3%. For larger power 
grid size, the ratio is much smaller, making the addition of 
security features to critical IC applications less costly. 

Conclusions 
A hardware Trojan detection and localization approach is 
proposed in this paper using circle distribution of on-chip 
voltage and current sensors to implement real-time 
monitoring of the IC and reduce the number of sensors 
needed for accurate Trojan location. The procedures for 
real-time hardware Trojan detection and localization are 
described and simulation results are provided for three 
power grids with different sizes. It is shown that with 
increased size of power grid, the proposed estimation 

method becomes more accurate. Additionally, even within 
a small power grid, the proposed method can still be 
sufficiently accurate to guide the Trojan isolation process. 
With compact on-chip sensor designs, the overhead of the 
proposed method can be trivial. The proposed method can 
be applied to a wide range of hardware Trojan types 
categorized in [2], including both internally and externally 
activated Trojans as well as other complex types of 
Trojans due to the fact that most Trojans incur power 
change to operate and Trojan activation can lead to node 
voltage changes. As security concerns arise especially for 
critical applications, there will be an increasing need for 
this kind of real-time monitoring scheme for hardware 
Trojan detection and location using on-chip sensors. 
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